
Bruce Lee, the Greatest Martial Arts Action Hero

Prior To Jackie Chan, Jet Li, Steven Seagal and Jean-Claude Van Damme, there was Bruce Lee. In a way, it 
is a real embarassment that a lot of today's generation of action movie fans have actually never ever been 
exposed to Bruce Lee due to the fact that he was perhaps the best martial arts action hero of perpetuity. His 
martial arts on film might not have actually been as fancy as say Jackie Chan's or Jet Li's however his on 
screen ferocity and charisma are unequalled. Much more crucial was the influence on martial arts that Bruce 
Lee had which still sustains today even over 30 years given that his death. 
 
Bruce Lee constantly considered himself a martial artist first and a star second. As a martial artist, he was 
way ahead of his time in developing his own style of martial arts he called jeet kune do. His martial arts 
included the most useful strategies from different combative disciplines as he moved away from the 
traditional and classical techniques. His martial arts abilities were real andrespected by other popular martial 
artists like Jhoon Rhee, Chuck Norris, Ed Parker and Joe Lewis. His name was inducted into the 
distinguished Black Belt Hall of Fame two times, once while he lived and the other after his death. These are 
honors that no other martial arts action hero has ever come close to. Due to the fact that of Bruce Lee, 
Martial arts schools in North America enjoyed a substantial development in enrollment. 
 
North America got an early glimpse of Bruce Lee when he played Kato in the Green Hornet television series 
and a bit role in the motion picture Marlowe. Bruce Lee likewise composed, starred and directed in his own 
motion picture production called the Way of the Dragon which featured maybe one of the greatest martial 
arts battle scenes ever. At the time of Lee's death, he had completed the battle scenes for another film called 
Game of Death which featured basketball star Kareem Abdul-Jabar, who was actually one of his martial arts 
students. 
 
One of the most substantial contributions Bruce Lee made is that he opened the door for other Asians in the 
home entertainment industry worldwide. On an even higher scale, Bruce Lee gave Asians, particularly the 
Chinese individuals worldwide, a reason to be proud. 
 
 
In a method, it is a real pity that many of today's generation of action film fans have never been exposed to 
Bruce Lee since he was possibly the greatest martial arts action hero of all time. Even Bruce Lee inspiration 
was the effect on martial arts that Bruce Lee had which still endures today even over 30 years because his 
passing. 
 
Martial arts schools in North America enjoyed a big development in enrollment due to the fact that of Bruce 
Lee. 
 
 
Bruce Lee likewise wrote, starred and directed in his own film production called the Way of the Dragon 
which included possibly one of the biggest martial arts battle scenes ever. 
 

https://youtu.be/0CN-gG6uE4A

